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"Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM)" is one of the major topics in application-oriented Supply Chain Management. However, many solutions lack conceptual precision and currently available client-server SCEM-systems are ill-suited for complex supply networks in today's business environment. Agent-based proactive information logistics promises to overcome existing deficits by providing event-related information to all participants in the distributed environment. Hence, follow-up costs of disruptive events are significantly reduced for all network participants and performance of a supply network is increased. In this book a thorough analysis of the event management problem domain is the starting point to develop a generic agent-based approach to Supply Network Event Management. The main focus lies on practical issues of event management (e.g. semantic interoperability) and economic benefits to be achieved with agent technology in this state-of-the-art problem domain.

After all that I was able to observe in the last years, IT-based supply chain management on the one hand still focuses on planning and scheduling issues while on the other hand an increasing awareness for negative effects of disruptive events is observable. Such events often render schedules in production, transportation and even in warehousing processes obsolete and ripple effects in following processes are encountered. This second focus in application-oriented supply chain management is often referred to as Supply Chain Event Management (SCEM) and an increasing number of IT-systems promise to cure the underlying fulfillment problems. However, in my opinion many such solutions lack conceptual precision and currently available client-server SCEM systems are ill-suited for complex supply networks in today's business environment: True integration of event management solutions among different enterprises is currently only achievable with centralized server architectures which contradict the autonomy of partners in a supply network. This is the main motivation why in this book I present a concept for distributed, decentralized event management. The concept permits network partners to implement individual strategies for event management and to hide information from network partners, if they wish to (e.g. for strategic reasons). Besides, this concept builds upon existing data sources and provides mechanisms to integrate information from different levels of a supply network while it prevents information overflow due to unconstrained monitoring activities.

Agent technology is selected since it provides the flexibility and individualized control required in a distributed event management environment. Agent interaction based on communicative acts is a means to facilitate the inter-organizational integration of event management activities. In essence, a complex system of agent societies at different enterprises in a supply network evolves. These societies interact and an inter-organizational event management based on order monitoring activities emerges. This concept promises benefits not realized by today’s SCEM solutions due to its loosely coupled integration of event management agent societies.

This book is the result of my PhD studies undertaken in recent years at the Department of Information Systems in Nuremberg. I would especially like to thank Prof. Dr. Freimut Bodendorf who provided me with the opportunity to work and research as part of his staff on this interesting research project. The project was largely funded by the Deutsche Forschungsgemeinschaft (DFG) as part of the priority research program 1083 which focuses on applications of agent technology in realistic scenarios. The research project is conducted in cooperation with the chair of Artificial Intelligence in Erlangen, hence many thanks to Prof. Dr. Günter Görz and his crew, especially Bernhard Schiemann who contributed so much to the overall DFG research project.
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Penetration Tester's Open Source ToolkitSyngress Publishing, 2005
This is the first fully integrated Penetration Testing book and bootable Linux CD containing the Auditor Security Collection which includes over 300 of the most effective and commonly used open source attack and penetration testing tools. This powerful tool kit and authoritative reference is written by the security industry's foremost...
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Hadoop Real World Solutions Cookbook - Second EditionPackt Publishing, 2016

	Key Features

	
		Implement outstanding Machine Learning use cases on your own analytics models and processes.
	
		Solutions to common problems when working with the Hadoop ecosystem.
	
		Step-by-step implementation of end-to-end big data use cases.
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Power Quality Indices in Liberalized MarketsJohn Wiley & Sons, 2009
Power Quality (PQ) indices are a powerful tool for quickly quantifying PQ disturbances. They also serve as the basis for illustrating the negative impact of electrical disturbances on components and for assessing compliance with the required standards and recommendations within a regulating framework.

Within these pages lies a...
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Building Chicken Coops For DummiesFor Dummies, 2010

	As the popularity of urban homesteading and sustainable living increases, it’s no wonder you’re in need of trusted, practical guidance on how to properly house the chickens you’re planning (or have already begun) to keep. Building Chicken Coops For Dummies gives you the information you need to build the most...
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The Enemy in Italian Renaissance Epic: Images of Hostility from Dante to Tasso (Early Modern Exchange)University of Delaware Press, 2019

	
		In The Enemy in Italian Renaissance Epic, Andrea Moudarres examines influential works from the literary canon of the Italian Renaissance, arguing that hostility consistently arises from within political or religious entities. In Dante’s Divina Commedia, Luigi Pulci’s Morgante, Ludovico Ariosto’s...
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Pathology of the Head and NeckSpringer, 2006

	This is the most up-to-date book yet published on pathology of the head and neck. Its contents have been divided into ten chapters, devoted to the spectrum of precursor and neoplastic lesions of the squamous epithelium; the nasal cavities and paranasal sinuses; oral cavity, maxillofacial skeleton and teeth; salivary glands, nasopharynx and...
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